To investigate the effect of collision parameters (impact area of hood, vehicle velocity, walking speed of pedestrian, pedestrian gait and pedestrian orientation) on the dynamics response and injury of pedestrian thorax by combining the merits of Finite Element (FE) method and analytical method of Multi-body (MB) system, the FE vehicle models and the MB pedestrian dummies were used to coupling simulations. The research shows that for collision situations of pedestrian thorax in contact with the hood and the lower part of the front windshield, the collision speed and pedestrian orientation were the two important parameters effecting the dynamic response and injury of pedestrian thorax. This result is of vital significance for the reconstruction of collisions and the mechanism of pedestrian thoracic injuries.
Introduction
Researches on vehicle-pedestrian impact reconstruction and pedestrian injury biomechanics are still hot topics of concern [1] . Although the most vulnerable part of pedestrians in a collision is the head, the thoracic injury is an important reason for their death and disability. Researches on thorax dynamic response and injury can not only provide an effective way for reducing pedestrian thorax injury risk, but also help guiding the clinical implementation of better diagnosis and treatment for traffic injuries of thorax. On the other hand, investigating the effect of collision parameters (impact area of hood, vehicle velocity, walking speed of pedestrian, pedestrian gait and pedestrian orientation) on the dynamics response and injury of pedestrian thorax is essential for the reconstruction of vehicle-pedestrian collisions and the mechanism of pedestrian thoracic injuries.
Materials and methods
Coupling simulation models included two vehicle models and two pedestrian models. The diagrams of the collisions between sedan and 5% pedestrian dummy, the collisions between sedan and 50% pedestrian dummy, the collisions between minivan and 5% pedestrian dummy and the collisions between minivan and 50% pedestrian dummy were shown in Fig. 1 . Impact area of hood (A_H), vehicle velocity (V_V), walking speed of pedestrian (S_P), pedestrian gait (G_P) and pedestrian orientation (O_P) were chosen as the simulation parameters. And the parameters levels of simulations were shown in Table 1 . Sixteen sets of data extracted from orthogonal experiments was analyzed by analysis of variance, and p values< 0.05 was taken as significant. 
Crash results of sedan-5% pedestrian dummy
It could be seen from Table 2 that the walking speed of pedestrian had a significant effect on the peak value of thoracic linear acceleration; the vehicle velocity and pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration; the impact area of hood had a significant effect on the thoracic 3ms acceleration. 
Crash results of sedan-50% pedestrian dummy
It could be seen from Table 3 that the pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the peak value of thoracic linear velocity; the vehicle velocity and pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the peak value of thoracic linear acceleration and VC; the vehicle velocity had a significant effect on the thoracic 3ms acceleration. 
Crash results of minivan-5% pedestrian dummy
It could be seen from Table 4 that the pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the peak value of thorax linear acceleration; the vehicle velocity and pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration. 
Crash results of minivan-50% pedestrian dummy
It could be seen from Table 5 that the pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the peak value of thorax linear velocity; the vehicle velocity and pedestrian orientation had a significant effect on the peak value of thoracic linear acceleration, VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration. 
Discussions
The thoracic linear velocity, linear velocity, maximum compression, VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration are the most common parameters used in the study on the dynamic response and injury of pedestrian thorax. Many researchers at home and abroad have made a body of researches and have gained great achievements based on these parameters. Watanabe [2] and Han [3] pointed out that the collision velocity was the most significant parameter effecting the severity of pedestrian thoracic injury. Han [3] also suggested that there was a significant correlation between thoracic injury and head injury. Watanabe [4] and Zou [5] reported that the collision speed and vehicle type have a greater impact on the pedestrian thoracic injury. Zou [5] also suggests that there was a higher correlation between the pedestrian thoracic injury and the head injury than lesions in the other body parts. More attention should be paid to the connection between the head and the thoracic injury of pedestrians. So that the injuries and traces of vehicle-pedestrian collisions can be better validated. Fu [6] reported that pedestrian thoracic injury would be effected by the geometrical structure of the front-end of minivan. Zhao [7] pointed out that there were significant differences in the dynamic response and the severity of pedestrian thoracic injury caused by van-pedestrian collisions and sedan-pedestrian collisions. Han [8] thought that the shape of vehicle front-end would affect the pedestrian thorax-vehicle contact time, synthesis collision velocity, synthesis collision angle and so on; characteristics of vehicle front end structure would affect the energy absorption of pedestrian thorax; the deform degree and the deformation pattern of pedestrian thorax would be effected by the local stiffness distribution of the vehicle's front-end (vehicle engine hood, front windshield and its lower crossbeam, etc.). The load, the deform degree and the deformation pattern of pedestrian thorax are the important factors effecting the severity of thoracic injury in the vehicle-pedestrian collisions. Liu [9] pointed out that the collision speed and pedestrian orientation in the car-pedestrian collisions would significantly affect the dynamic response and injury of pedestrian thorax.
This study was carried out by analyzing the collisions between sedan and 5% pedestrian dummy, the collisions between sedan and 50% pedestrian dummy, the collisions between minivan and 5% pedestrian dummy and the collisions between minivan and 50% pedestrian dummy. The results showed that the collision speed and pedestrian orientation were the two important parameters effecting the dynamic response of pedestrian thorax, and the they were the two important parameters effecting the severity of pedestrian thoracic injury (VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration) as well. This study confirmed the important role of collision speed and pedestrian orientation in vehicle-pedestrian impact on the dynamic response and the severity of injury of pedestrian thorax.
We should note that the conclusions of this research are primarily applicable to collision situations of pedestrian thorax in contact with the hood and the lower part of front windshield. Therefore, the other situations need more attention in the future.
Conclusion
This research demonstrated that, for collision situations of pedestrian thorax in contact with the hood and the lower part of front windshield, the collision speed and pedestrian orientation were the two important parameters effecting the dynamic response and injury (VC and thoracic 3ms acceleration) of pedestrian head.
